WESTFIELD PRIMARY SCHOOL

100
Things to do before you leave
Westfield Primary School!
The Rules:
Have fun!
Stay safe!
If it’s hard, keep going – if it’s easy,
make it harder!

1. Build a Den
2. Sew a button
3. Go for a paddle in the sea
5. Learn to jump rope
4. Sleep in a tent
6. Make a healthy packed lunch

7. Make bread from scratch
8. Create a cupcake
9. Play ‘Pooh sticks’
10. Shelter under a tree in the rain
11. Have a water fight
12. Do seven things for charity

13. Play tug of war
14. Create a scrapbook
15. Hold an exotic animal

17. Make a paper aeroplane that can fly
18. Go to the theatre
19. Roll down a hill
20. Explore a rock pool

16. Fly a kite you’ve made

21. Tie your laces
22. Build a giant sandcastle
23. Build a snowman
25. Climb with a harness
24. Swim a length of a pool
26. Ride a bike

27. Play a musical instrument
28. Be in a show
29. Paint using only your hands and your
feet

30. Eat something you grew

31. Build a mud pie
32. Skim a stone

33. Watch the sun wake up
34. Toast a marshmallow around a campfire

35. Go on a walk at night, look at the stars
37. Use a map

with a night time picnic

36. Catch a snowflake on your tongue

38. Check your pulse accurately
39. Make large bubbles with hoops
40. Fish with a fishing net

41. Learn a magic trick
42. Use chopsticks
43. Play in a team

45. Record your voice

44. Walk barefoot in mud, sand or

46. Use a magnifying glass

even jelly

47. Be a mentor
48. Make up a song
49. Make a fresh bed
50. Go on a scavenger or treasure hunt
51. Visit a building older than school

52. Try food from every continent

53. Bounce on a trampoline
54. Use eight types of transport
55. Go on a ride at a fayre

57. Tell the time on an analogue clock

56. Go for a walk in the woods and look

for conkers

58. Visit an art gallery
59. Play apple bobbing

60. Write a poem

61. Make a short film
62. Enter a race or a competition
63. Eat at a restaurant, but not a fast
food one

65. Visit a museum

64. Be able to tell five jokes
66. Send a postcard or invitation

67. Write a thank you letter
68. Pick fruit from where it is growing
69. Make and wear a costume
70. Plan a party or an event
71. Blow bubbles on a windy day
72. Throw autumn leaves in the air
73. Have a snowball fight
74. Break a personal record
75. Receive an award
77. Go to the cinema
76. Bake a cake
78. Get yourself ready for school
79. Play hide and seek
80. Use a rope swing

81. Make a present
82. Have a day without electronics
83. Make and toss a pancake
84. Wash a car with buckets and sponges

85. Collect seashells
86. Earn some money and spend it at a
shop

87. Cook a meal to share
88. Make a model
89. Look after something alive
90. Visit the elderly and do a kind act
91. Join a club
92. Teach somebody a new skill

93. Watch a sunset
94. Make up a game
95. Set a table for a meal and wash up

97. Hold a sparkler and write your
name in the air

98. Bottle feed an animal
99. Visit a landmark

100. Take a photograph and frame it

after
96. Watch something from before you
were born

